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.CELEBRATING YOUR VICTORY IN 1996 -CELEBRATING THE CHILDREN OF CUBA IN 1997

Dear Friends and Supporters,
You made history in 1996!!

•

You made history with us this year when our sixth Friendshipment Caravan delivered the
largest-ever solidarity shipment of computers to hospitals in Cuba.
~ ..... As this remarkable year comes t,o all..eJld, I'm writing to celebrate what we've achieved
together, and to share with you our plans for future work. I want you to know that I feel a special
sense of joy as I reflect on the remarkable contributions that you and our network of IFCO
supporters have made this year- because it was your support that made our latest victory against
the immoral US blockade of Cuba a reality.

This historic humanitarian shipment was a true people's victory- in spite of JJS
government efforts to prevent our aid from reaching Cuba. You helped us to overcome:
the largest show of US police power I've ever seen;
the seizure of the 435 computers destined for Cuban hospitals; and
the determination of the most powerful nation on earth that those computers would
never get to Cuba!!
Forty of us were arrested, and five of us fasted - for as long as 94 days, in our little Wayside Chapel
of Peace and Friendship: first in San Diego, and then right across from the US Capitol, on the
doorstep of our nation's policymakers - in protest of the seizure of the computers. Many people
told us they thought it would never happen - but, thanks to your help, we forced the government
ro release those computers; we broke the blockade; and we delivered that life-saving aid to Cuban
health care facilities!
Even when others doubted we could win, YOU WERE THERE. You supported us
through the hardest campaign of our lifetime - the 94-day Fast for Life. You also gave enormous
hope and encouragement to the people of Cuba. As President Fidel Castro said, the Cuban people
have been engaged in a "moral fast" of their own, as they continue to cope with daily shortag~ and
to resist the US blockade. But the Cubans followed every detail of the Fast in their daily news
reports; they could feel your support for them. And all across the island, people were uplifted by
such a bold act of solidarity.
(rominuo:l inside)

Your contribution was so essential that I feel a special obligation to report to you on just ·
what is being accomplished by the 435 computers we delivered to the beleaguered Cuban medical
system:
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45 are being used in emergency medical clinics;
169 are being used in regional and municipal pharmacies;
41 are being used in rural hospitals;
20 are being used in municipal health information centers; and
160 are being used in other clinics and hospitals in the INFOMED system.

These computers are making possible the exchange of life-giving information about diagnosis,
treatment, medicine, and preventive care. And the fact·that we got them to Cuba has forced a
further liberalization of the US interpretation of what is "humanitarian aid." Because of our victory,
the US will now allow "low-tech" computers to go to Cuba!
As important as the quantity or type of aid, what inspired us - and encouraged the Cuban
people - was our determination to challenge the blockade. We did all this openly, without
requesting a license from the US government (which we believe would mean complicity with the
US blockade). To send simple aid to our brothers and sisters, we shouldn't have to as(pennission
of their enemy. We intend to keep sending aid to Cuba without requesting a license. With your
help, we will keep challenging the blockade until ~tis lifted.
The difficulties we encountered in bringing this campaign to completion revealed, more
dramatically than ever, the meanspiritedness of the US blockade of Cuba. The sixth caravan should
have taken eight hours to cross the US border - not eight months. The US government thought
it could stop our simple act of love by making it more costly and more difficult for us to carry it
out. In this same way, our government makes it more costly and more difficult - indeed illegalfor Cuba to buy food and medicines direct from US firms, just 90 miles away. Instead, Cuba buys
rice from China instead of from Louisiana; they are forced to pay inflated prices and exorbitant
shipping costs for simple goods. In many instances, they just do without. But the Cuban people
are steadfast, and they will not quit.
And just like them, you were steadfast in your support -you would not quit - during our
eight-month campaign. And we were steadfast in our outreach, as we made new friends, extended
our network, and won new allies for this critical humanitarian work. Nine national religious
denominations joined us in saying "no" to the blockade. They each joined in the act of sending
the computers to Cuba without a license. And we'll keep working with them to expand their
support. Seventy members of Congress joined us in demanding that the Clinton adminisiration
release the computers. And we'll keep working with them, to find ways to undo the brutal
Helms/Burton Law and end the blockade.
These accomplishments are so awesome, so remarkable, that I feel a sense of the "historic
moment" and a stronger-than-ever responsibility to keep moving forward. That's why we are
already planning our next "simple gift of love" to the people of Cuba.
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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
OUR PLANS FOR FRIENDSHIPMENT VII
Our vision for the next caravan became crystal clear during our visit to Cuba in September,
when we finally delivered the computers. On the night that President Castro awarded a special
medal to the five £asters, I spoke straight from my heart when I said:
"... in all the places we've visited, we have seen the beautiful children of Cuba.
If I had to pickjust one image.from all the ones we've seen during these days, it
would without doubt be the faoes and the gentle strength ofthe children of Cuba:
the fruit of your revolution, the hope for your future, the promise of a better
future for the world. Healthy children, full of self-confidence; intelligent,
coherent, ve1J,' capable young people; who know that they are loved, who feel
special, and who also know that they have a special responsibility to construct a
new world In these children, you have your most precious jewel... and thanks to
these children we know that your"l"'l!volution will never perish. As we looked at
them, we realized that we at IFCO/Pastors for Peace have made a good decision:
· to dedicate our next caravan to the needs of the children of Cuba."
Yes, we are already planning our seventh Friendshipment caravan; and it will be dedicated to the
children of Cuba. This Caravan for the Children of Cuba will travel in May 1997- but the work
of building it must begin right now.

In Cuba, we saw classrooms full of love and the fire to learn, but terribly limited in terms of their
basic educational equipment.
With your help, our next caravan will deliver:
school supplies, microscopes, maps, computers, and books.
In Cuba, we saw pediatric hospitals full of love and offering creative and innovative medical care,
but terribly short on basic supplies.
With your help, our next caravan.will deliver:
pediatric medications for asthma, cancer, and childhood diseases;
special equipment for blind, deaf, and disabled children;
ambulances for pediatric hospitals (one has already been promised by
Pediatricians and Parents for Peace; we're hoping to send others!)
In Cuba we saw families full oflove who are struggling to help their children flourish, even when
they have next to nothing.
With your help, our next caravan will deliver:
toys, soap, toothbrushes, musical instruments, sports equipment,
shoes, shirts and blouses, cloth for school uniforms, and other essentials.
These are just some examples of the many ways we'll be reaching out to Cuba's children.
(continued over)

To make all this happen we need your help! The children of Cuba - los ninos y las nifiasare looking forward to what the Children's Caravan will bring them. Won't you be a part of making
it possible? Help us make this the biggest and best caravan ever!
Just imagine the possibilities: you could even help us deliver to Cuba a diesel-powered
Libromobil InfantH-- a BOOKMOBILE FOR KIDS --which could travel from school to
school, from village to village, through the rural provinces of Cuba, making books and computers
and learning resources availabk to children, and sending a powerful message of fellowship to
C uban families.
We are asking you to give, as generously as you can, to support this history-making
campaign for aid and justice. We believe, like you, that we have a responsibility to stand tall in
opposition to the unconscionable US blockade of Cuba. Together we'll be making an important
statement to the US and the world: that we care about justice and the children of Cuba.
You can play an indispensable role in making this Caravan for the Children of Cuba the
biggest and boldest caravan ever. Every dollar you give will go toward life-giving essentials for
deserving Cuban children.
_

In this season of giving, why not give the most satisfying gift of all - the gift of life and
learning for the children ·of Cuba!
We are always grateful for your generosity in the name of justice. And today, as we look
back on the challenges of the past year and ahead to the challenges and opportunities which await
us, we are especially grateful for your strong support. Together, let's keep making history!
Sincerely,

Rev. Lucius Walker,~
Executive Director, IFCO .
PS: As if things weren't already hard enough for Cuba - Hurricane Lili hit the island in November
and caused countless new problems. Vital crops were lost and 80,000 homes were damaged. The
children especially are suffering! Please dig deeper and give extra, so that we can send exen more
support to help relieve the suffering of Cuba's children which Hurricane Lili caused.

THANK YOU!!

